NEW Bus Driver Instructions

For passengers safety, Union Station requires these procedures to be followed for all bus arrivals and departures.

Group Leaders! Print this document, along with the directions for bus parking, for each bus driver. It’s mandatory each bus driver has these documents.

All buses will drop-off and pick-up on the west side of Union Station. This is located around the back of the building by the Planetarium. Buses will pull around the circle drive and unload on the side of the street closest to the Planetarium. After all passengers have exited the bus, proceed to Bus Parking located across from the railroad tracks.

Please note: Parking attendants will be on-site to assist with drop-off, bus parking and pick-up.

Directions to Bus Parking: (see map)
• Drive on Pershing Rd to traffic signal marked “Broadway/Science City”
• Turn north onto “Broadway” ramp towards Union Station Parking Garage.
• Turn right at bottom of ramp.